SOLAR ECLIPSE
SAFETY CONTRACT

✓ I will check to make sure my eclipse glasses aren’t damaged or scratched before I put them on.
✓ I will not put the eclipse glasses in my pocket before I put them on since this could damage them.
✓ I will wear the eclipse glasses the entire time I am looking directly at the sun.
✓ I will not sneak a peek at the sun without my glasses.
✓ I will not dare or encourage others to take their eclipse glasses off.
✓ I will not look at the sun through a camera lens, telescope, or binoculars.
✓ I will stand AWAY from the sun when I put my eclipse glasses on.
✓ I will hold onto my eclipse glasses with two hands when looking directly at the sun so that the wind cannot blow my glasses away.
✓ I will wear my eclipse glasses over my eyeglasses.
✓ I will turn away from the sun before I remove my glasses.
✓ I will not stare at the sun the entire time. I will give my eyes some rest by taking breaks.
✓ I will not play, dance, or run around when viewing the eclipse.
✓ I will not use sunglasses to view the eclipse.

_________________________________________  _______________________
Student’s Signature                          Date

_________________________________________  _______________________
Parent’s Signature                           Date
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